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Sales is not a Dirty Word 
The words ‘sales’ and ‘salesperson’ have a negative connotation for many people either because of 

their past experiences or because of the way that sales is often portrayed in the media and movies. 

But golf professionals and other golf course staff are rarely anything like the 1970’s used car 

salesman in a bad suit. Your team must move past this perception and understand that they are all 

in ‘sales’. 

Think of it as soft selling if you like, but it 

is still sales. Each of your team 

members will approach selling 

differently, but they all still need to 

understand that sales is part of their role 

in your organization. 

Another way to think about sales is to use the term ‘revenue generation’. Everyone in your 

organization plays a role in the revenue that your facility generates. We have never met an owner or 

an operator that does not want to make more money! 

Understanding Their Role


We asked a bartender (she was clearly an experienced bartender) when we were sitting at a bar one 

day what her job was. We were not surprised when she said she was a bartender. Shocking we 

know.  

But then we asked her about her role in sales. Interestingly she responded that her job was product 

knowledge because the better she knew the product (wine, beer, etc.) the more confidently she 

could up-sell customers to the higher priced items. 

Good, correct. This is a start. 

How well does your staff know your product(s)? And we don’t just mean products that are specific 

to their job, but products and services for your entire operation?  

Your golf shop staff should be well versed in all golf products just as your restaurant staff should be 

able to describe any item on your menu. But all staff in all departments play a role in the overall 
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“Most people think ‘selling’ is the same as ‘talking’. 
But the most effective salespeople know that listening 
is the most important part of their job”. – Roy Barter



guest experience and should be able to answer basic questions about your operation. They also 

should all know how to sell.  

We recently chatted with a group of golf course managers and asked them about their orientation 

process. They all said that they cover the usual topics…human resources, benefits, customer 

expectations and company culture. 

We asked the same group of managers how much time they spend on sales orientation. The 

answer, not surprisingly, was little or none. A few explained that they do product knowledge 

sessions but when pushed to elaborate they ultimately admitted that they do no real sales training 

at all, zero, zip, nada.  

Over the years we have learned two things about hiring staff: 

1. You CANNOT train personalities. You can hire them. You can’t train someone to have a great 

personality. You need to hire people with that trait and train them.  

2. You CAN train sales skills. You can have systems, processes and tools that will help everyone on 

your team to be successful at sales. If you focus on sales your business’ bottom line will 

improve.  

Everyone is in sales. How much time do you (as the leader) spend spreading the word 

among your team? 

YOUR BASIC TRAINING CHECKLIST SHOULD INCLUDE: 

• Product Knowledge - your own department 

• Product Knowledge - other departments.  
 
Yes, let your Golf Shop Staff try a few menu items - you would be 

surprised how often they get asked about the food in the 

restaurant. Take all staff out for a drive around the entire property - 

this includes servers, cooks, accountants etc. Encourage everyone 

to use the Driving Range. 

 
How is your bottom line going to improve if you are not focused on sales?  
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It is not about hard 
selling but it is 

about a method or a 
process and an 

understanding of 
how your customers 

purchase. And 
again… it is about 

sales!



• All Course/Club Knowledge - Memberships, Passes, Green Fees 

• Staff Directory  - If your staff cannot answer a question who do they refer it to? The more your 

staff know, or know how to find out, the better their customer service will be. The better their 

customer service, the better your sales. 

• Basic Sales Training 

 
At minimum, in order to retain the customers that you already have, you must build a relationship 

with them. Your staff must be comfortable enough to engage with every customer that walks 

through your door. 

The Sales Process
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“Sales is the process or the approach 
to selling a product or service. It is an 
engineered or systematic approach to 
the sales process.” - Wikipedia 

Let us give you a few examples of how a good, 
established sales process works. If your staff is friendly 
and engaging (which we know they will be) and trained 
properly in sales, the process (which you are working 
on), then selling does not seem ‘salesy’ at all, but rather 
a very natural way to extract money more from your 
customers.

We are out for dinner one night (surprise). Following our main course the 
server stops by and asks if we would like dessert. A quick response from us is 

no thanks, we are full. The bill arrives we pay it and head home. No sales 
process here.

The next time we are out for dinner the server comes by and asks if we would 
like dessert. Again we say no thanks but the server says that he is just going 

to leave the dessert menus in front of us anyway. The menus are open, of 
course. He disappears for (at least) five minutes. 

After two to three minutes one of us glances at the open menu. After three or 
four minutes one of us says to the other… do you want to share something? 

When the server returns five minutes later we order something (usually 
accompanied with some sort of after dinner beverage).

It is not hard selling but it is about a method or a process and an 
understanding of how your customers purchase. And again, it is about sales!

Example 1



 

Of course this process became part of our standard procedures for Golf Shop staff. As was 
teaching them that they were all in sales… although at the time I think we called it revenue 

growth or revenue generation, but fundamentally it was sales. The key point was the team all 
knew they were all expected to generate revenue, all the time.

Data Mining is Easy


When talking about sales we often use the term data mining. We define data mining as: 

“Using the data your customer is putting out online, either to find prospective 

customers or to make a personal connection with current ones”.  
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“Everyone comes to our golf course with $200, after a green fee, power cart and sleeve of 
balls (or two) they have spent $100. Your job, everyones job, is to figure out how to extract 

that other $100 from them before they leave the property”.   - Tell this to your staff.

A number of years ago when we were operating a particular golf course we 
tried an experiment with our Golf Shop team. This example was at a semi-

private, resort course but we did run this same experiment with both Members 
and Guests at the same time.

Each Golf Shop staff member, when asked by a customer for a sleeve of golf 
balls (that were behind the counter), was to place two sleeves in front of the 
customer. Wouldn’t you know that seven out of 10 times (70%) the individual 
purchased both sleeves? True story. We tracked all sales transaction and all 

revenues during our test period of one week.

What about the 30% who didn’t want the second sleeve? They politely 
declined it and said they only wanted one. No big deal! The second sleeve 

was returned to the shelf.

Example 2



You can data mine customers to find out more about a prospective lead before your first real life 

interaction with them. You are using the data or information customers are putting online to strike 

them in their emotional and decision making centre. Big brands do this all the time. 

Wedding & Tournament Coordinators pay attention! 

When you have a potential wedding or event client come to meet you for the first time, find out 

what their emotional centre is, what will hit them in the heart. By this we mean get to know them 

‘personally’… before you ever met them in person.  

Remember all that data that consumers are putting out? Use it!  

Go on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and search for them. They are likely on at least one social media 

platform if not more. Find something personal about them before your first meeting….and use it. 

What is their favourite cup of coffee or sports team? Provide them that cup of coffee or an 

interesting update on that sports team. This is how you win at sales! 

   

The internet is a fascinating animal! And in the words of Gary Vaynerchuck: “The Internet Sells Shit”. 

People are putting out more and more data than ever before. Where they are, what they are doing, 

the products they like, the food they are eating, the good (and bad) experiences they have. Most 

marketers and sales people (for the most part) are not using this data and all the tools available to 

find customers.  

Customers are everywhere and telling you what they like. Are you listening? 

Mr. X (let’s call our hot lead Mr. X). Mr. X is coming to meet with you to discuss membership. Mr. 
X has a Twitter account and he posts once every couple of days. He’s not a heavy Twitter user, 
but that’s OK. You scroll through his Twitter feed and you see a trend. Every time his favourite 
team is playing a game (let’s call his favourite team the NHL Vancouver Canucks, because that 
is ours) the number of Tweets Mr. X puts out increases to five or six on game days.
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The next example is about finding a new lead. There are many ways to do this, 
but this is an easy example to start with. 

Our e-newsletter service, Constant Contact (we have used others like Mail Chimp and Create 
Send that do the same), provides us with what you clicked on, who you are in our database and 
with your email address. This gives us a lead and the opportunity to follow-up with a personal 
email first and then a phone call if we have your number. 

We try to send out a monthly CK Golf e-newsletter to our subscribers. You can go to ckgolf.ca to 
sign-up for free and receive some great business advice. In our e-newsletter we try to offer 
valuable information, best practices and advice to our readers. And of course there is always a 
free offer to connect with and also information about one of the services we offer. Sign-up and 
you’ll see what we mean. Of course you can one click unsubscribe at anytime. 

Once the newsletter is sent we evaluate it after 72 hours.

We look at our open rate, how many of our subscribers opened the newsletter. We look at our 
un-subscribers to see who they were, but we don’t worry about this stat. If you don’t want to 
hear from us, no problem. We would rather have engaged subscribers anyway.
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OK, so now we have established that Mr. X is a Vancouver Canucks fan. So this is a snip-it of 
personal information you have prior to your meeting with Mr. X where he is coming to 
discuss joining your club. 

When you have your big meeting with Mr. X you can go in confidently and make an 
immediate personal connection with him.  

The start of your meeting should go something like this: 

“Hi Mr. X, Thanks for taking the time to meet with me today I’m sure you are very busy. By 
the way did you see that Canucks game last night? It was a great win for the boys and 
Henrik is really playing great.” 

How do you think Mr. X sees you, your club and possibility of membership now? The scale 
has tipped in your favour and now you have increased your odds of closing the sale! You 
have hit him directly in the emotional centre 

That is how you use data mining to make an emotional connection with a lead. It is about 
research and the internet is at your disposal.



We look at the clicks to the various links in our newsletter and what specifically you click on. Our 
e-newsletter always has a number of clickable links. While it is nice to see who has clicked on 
our blog or an interesting story we shared, what we are really interested in is who clicked on our 
‘What We Do’ link. These are the ones we follow up with.

We convert about 25% of these follow-ups each month. Even though only four people might 

have clicked on the offer about our services we convert one out of every four that do.

Improve Your Bottom Line


By now most businesses have done a lot of work to cut expenses. There were some really tough 

days in the golf industry from 2009 - 2015 and it hasn't gotten much easier today. So we know that 
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Here is an even better example: 

Case Study - Cold Lead 
We have a client with a very small database of around 550 people. They decided to put a 
push on their $30,000 equity Memberships. This is a small club in a rural area. So we put 
together an email to their database. It was a click to ‘learn more’ offer that directed them 
to the course’s website. Very basic stuff. All good.  

The e-newsletter was sent to the database of about 550 people. We waited the standard 
72 hours and went in and viewed the results. The only one that mattered in this instance 
was the clicks on the $30,000 equity membership offer. 

Seven. That is the number out of 550 who clicked the more information button from the e-
newsletter to the website. But we tracked them and knew who they were. 

We took those seven, extracted their email addresses and crafted a message from the 
General Manager. This follow-up email was sent from the personal work email address of 
the General Manager and came from him not a subscription service. 

Short story shorter, they converted two of the seven into $30,000 equity Members. That is 
how you establish a cold lead, turn them to a warm lead and start the sales process using 
internet marketing!



your operation is running ‘lean and mean’ but it is now time to focus on your revenue generation. 

And this means sales. 

We hope that you have picked up a few insights to focus your team on revenue generation. You can 

reach out to us anytime on any of our social platforms. We also use email and even phone so give 

us a ring if you want to chat about SALES. 

You have to be open to trying new things all the time! Not everything will work (and that is another 

book) but some things will work some of the time and soon you will find something that works like a 

hole-in-one.  

So keeping swinging and keep selling.

ABOUT CK GOLF 

 
CK Golf was born in 2008 because we wanted to help golf course owners and operators make 
more money. We could see that the industry was struggling and thought that our golf course 
operator experiences, best practices, proven strategies and passion could make a difference to 
some operations. Over the last 9 years we have worked with private, semi-private, public, 9 hole 
and 18 hole golf courses owned by single owners, boards and municipalities. We have provided 
golf course internet marketing services, strategic planning, sales training, event management 
and more. Our approach is unique.

We are not consultants, we are business partners with the golf courses we work with. We 
do not stand on the outside of your business and tell you what you should do. We become an 
extension of your team, help you reach your goals and improve your financial position. We have 
built a reputation through our hands on involvement during every phase of work for our clients 
as well as through our continued golf course industry involvement.

QUESTIONS OR JUST WANT TO CHAT? 

Call us at 604-506-2226 or email info@ckgolf.ca.
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https://www.facebook.com/CKGolf/
https://www.instagram.com/tara.ckgolf/
https://twitter.com/CKGolfSolutions
https://www.instagram.com/tara.ckgolf/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ckgolfsolutions
https://twitter.com/CKGolfSolutions
mailto:info@ckgolf.ca
https://www.facebook.com/CKGolf/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ckgolfsolutions

